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Spring is the personification of new life. The KOKETs embrace the start of a new season with a clean 
sheet and taking to the sky and exploring their surroundings, revitalizing their wardrobes along the 
way with effortless sportswear in bold yet feminine colors. Her palette is composed with warm 
neutrals that evoke the feeling of earth and sand juxtaposed with bright saturated colors like 
tangerine, colors incorporated into Assyrian sculptures before they were weathered away.
 
In 2014 we will be seeing blooms of magnolias against vibrant colors, and combinations of blues, the 
most infantine of colors. Blending’s of sky blues with darker chambray denim tones; accents with 
mint green, Kelly green and sunshine yellow. According to many high-end designers Cobalt blue or 
“Dazzling blue” - as called by one of the main color forecasting agencies of the world PANTONE - is 
the main color base with such depth and richness of color. The many shades of blue that will be seen 
in 2014 are: navy, indigo, to lapis and cyan, to sea and ocean they anchor delivery and everyone is 
drawn to blue.

Our Ignite Bench is the perfect spring piece; its cobalt blue upholstery gives the sense of feminine 
confidence and sexy attitude. The bright pop of color gives it a modern update.

Enchanted Collection
Our artisans have masterfully captured the alluring essence of an enchanted forest with this 
collection. Its antique gilded branch like structure can't help but mesmerize the beholder. 

Nessa Collection
Classic in its silhouette, the lustrous curves of this chair complement those of the modern day 
woman. High gloss varnish reveals the many hues of the sultry satin being draped and adorned. 
Detailed stitching trails along the edges leading down a path to solid wood legs elegantly finished in 
gold leaf.

Mistress
Menacing and mesmerizing serpents embody an exotic, untouchable yet sensual aura giving the 
Mistress confidante the power to capture and seduce in every way. 

Brilliance
Tantalizing tones and exquisite patterns in the agate stones are cast onto gold rays of metal giving 
this sconce show stopping qualities.

Gem
As a tribute to a diamond's devastating power of enticement we have created this stunning lamp to 
represent the journey of the gem’s rough beginnings to exquisite end. Like any great love affair, it 
starts out rugged and wild then slowly matures into something elegant and eternal. 

ABOUT KOKET
KOKET brings empowering style to a highly edited collection of furniture & soft goods while exuding a 
feeling of entitlement, exclusivity and prestige. Our innate desire to seduce and entice KOKET devotees is 
perfectly illustrated in the collections, Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence, composed of uncompromisingly 
unique statement pieces & luscious soft goods.
www.bykoket.com | press@bykoket.com



Warm neutrals  that  evoke 
 the feel ing of  earth and sand… 

Enchanted Collection
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Enchanted | Dining TableEnchanted | Dining Chair

Enchanted | Sofa

Enchanted | Side Table Enchanted | Bar Stool



Nessa Collection

Bright  saturated colors
l ike  tangerine 
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Nessa | Chair

Nessa | Sofa
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Dazzling  blue 

Ignite | Bench

Brilliance|Sconce

Gem|Table Lamp

Mistress|Confidante


